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Le Tour De France 
Here we are, its july and that means the biggest event in pro cycling.  

Everyone knows le tour de france 
and its famous prize of the yellow 
jersey, whether you’re a cycling 
fanatic or not. 

Last years winner Geraint Thomas 
starts this year as hot favourite, with 
4x winner and team mate, Chris 
Froome suffering a horrific accident 
in his build up. Get well soon Chris, I 
know you’re a big fan of the 
magazine! 

Le Tour is a 3500km ish race accross 
France which see’s riders testing 
their physical and mental strength. 
So who are the favourites this year? 

Well from left to right we have…. 

Geraint Thomas, reigning champ and 
race favourite in team ineos. G can 
do it all in my opinion, last year he looked unstoppable and he is a very intelligent racer. Could be 
back to back wins for him! 

Egan Bernal, hottest youngster in the peloton. This Columbian superstar is so young and is so good! A 
lot of people are sighting him as the strongest this year, with big wins at Paris Nice and tour de suisse. 
He can climb with the best of them. White jersey winner for sure! 

Roman Bardet, the promising Frenchman is one hell of a climber and descender but struggles in the 
time trials. With limited TT km’s this year could he be in with a shot? 

Thibot Pinot, another strong French rider for FDJ a bit of an all rounder that has under performed for 
the duration of grand tours in recent years. No doubt he can battle with the best over a stage or a 
week, but can he transition to 3 weeks and contend? 
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Nairo Quintana, the previous promising Columbian that rivalled Chris Froome previously but has 
seemed to have fallen from his best. That said he has racked up podiums at grand tours in the last few 
years and won them in the past. He will surely light up the mountains. 

Jakob Fuglsang, arguably on of the best riders in the world this year, with classics wins and a 
comfortable victory at Criterium de Dauphine, can he step up to grand tour podium status? At 34 it 
could be his time. 

Steven Kruijswijk is this years main man for lotto Jumbo after Primoz Roglic took on the giro. He is an 
awesome rider and this lotto team are quickly becoming one to watch. In the Giro their team tactics 
seemed to let them down a little, but lessons learned could make them the surprise package. 

Adam Yates, the british talent who claimed the Vuelta last year has his eyes on yellow. Mitchelton 
Scott have a strong team to support him and his dynamic racing should make for exciting mountain 
stages. Proving he could time trial with the best in the Giro, could we have another British winner? 

Dan Martin, the Irish legend who completed the tour with a broken back the other year! He is an 
absolute hero of a bike rider, with a never say die attitude and great racing craft, can his team help 
boost Dan to grand tour glory. Many would love to see it. 

FInally Richie Porte, after years of bad luck since leaving Sky, crashes stopping his chances early in the 
tours where he was favourite in many eyes, can Richie step out from the shadows of his past into the 
glory of yellow? 

Other notable mentions perhaps are Landa and Valverde for Movistar who are both in great form! 
Apparently there to support Quintana, will Landa ever be fully set free? 

Sagan is surely there to take the green jersey again but can Michael Matthews stop him? A left-field 
shout maybe but he won it before and with no GC contender for Giant, will he be supported? 

Whatever the outcome I love the 
race. Showing off France in all of 
its glory, the mad supporters by 
the side of the road, those iconic 
mountains and the final day where 
they all just have a bit of a rest. 

Who is your pick for the win? I’m 
backing Geraint Thomas for 
another British win in cyclings 
biggest race! 
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WELCOME TO THE 200 CLUB 
on JULY 2, 2019 
Westerley debutants smash their first 200km rides! 

By Dave Morrison. 

When Ahmed Ali expressed an interest in 
riding 200km, only weeks after completing his 
first 100km ride, Steve Britt suggested that we 
ride the 2019 May Day Audax route one 
Sunday. Unfortunately, Steve was away on 
holiday when we did it but, nevertheless, a 
healthy contingent turned out for Westerley 
CC’s first 200km club run. Not to be outdone 
by Ahmed, Sara bravely stepped up for her 
first 200km ride too. Dave and Vince 
registered it as an Audax DIY, thus scoring 
Audax points for the club, Tim Childs turned 
up for his farewell ride before moving out of 
the area whilst Jacek and guest rider Alex made up the strong engine room at the front. 

 

 

Nice weather but a strong-ish wind meant the northern 
section (after 90km) would involve about 35km of 
headwind to test the mettle of our debutants, and with 
all the big climbs in the last 55km, the first 90km would 
be the easy part. We never had any doubt and Sara 
and Ahmed powered back into Ruislip just after 6pm 
looking as fresh as they started, a fantastic 
achievement. 

Our young guns had taken note of the advice, 
repeatedly thrown at them before the ride, to make 
sure they fed and watered sufficiently for a long ride. 
We stopped at Datchworth’s village shop and noticed 
that there is a café there geared up for cyclists. At 
50km this might be another good Club Ride 
Destination. A table had been reserved at the excellent 
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Loft Café in Shefford (90km) and the food was, 
as always, very good. There was a big collective 
‘oooooh!’ when Dave’s strawberry milk shake 
topped with cream and sprinkles arrived and 
Ahmed immediately asked if he could have one 
too. The conversation flowed and a few locals 
enquired about Westerley and Jacek’s rather 
fetching bike. We probably could have stayed 
longer but we had already spent the best part of 
an hour there and the route beckoned. 

 

 

The inevitable stop at the Ireland village sign for photos was executed efficiently before we rode 
on past Chicksands Mountain Bike Centre, Millbrook and Woburn Abbey before refuelling at the 
Heath and Reach Co-Op store. 

There are some seasoned Audaxers who, 
jokingly, claim that a ride cannot count as 
an Audax if you don’t stop at a Co-Op, so 
that box was ticked. Alex had also 
mentioned over lunch that it always 
seemed that Audax controls were 
seemingly always followed by a climb on a 
full stomach. Of course, this is not true but 
as an exception that proves the rule we 
immediately hit the slopes before passing 
the Leightom Buzzard Railway at 
Stonehenge Station where we saw a 
working steam train …. very picturesque 
but the sulphurous smoke being blown 

across the road was not ideal inhalation for cyclists. 

The hot day was taking its toll and we stopped briefly in Amersham for another water bottle top 
up and then flew back to Ruislip for photos outside St.Martin’s Church. We stood there chatting 
a while and it was impossible not to be impressed by the first-timers’ accomplishments. Again, I 
think we could have chatted on for hours, but it was probably sensible to head home and that’s 
what we did. 
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One pleasant surprise was experienced just 
before Harefield when a rider named 
‘James’ introduced himself, announcing 
that he had recently joined Westerley but 
had yet to attend an event. Welcome to 
Westerley CC James, hope to see you 
again soon. 

Another fantastic Westerley Club Ride and 
The Benson Veteran Cycle rally ride is up 
next….now that is a cracker! 

 

 

Finally, we all wish Tim the best of luck with his move, we’re sorry that he’s moving away and 
will miss him. Thanks for everything you’ve done for Westerley over the years Tim. 
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The Big Interview 
So this Months Big interview is with Roger and Ann.  

I had been looking forward to this one for some time and 
it became more of an “In Conversation With” type 
scenario. You see Roger and Ann are full of great stories, 
friendly chat, both with their own sense of humour.  

I’ve been very fond of them in my time at the club, I’m 
sure that sentiment is shared with you all. 

So I popped round to see them at their house in 
greenford one evening.  
Firstly we started off with the beginning, like all good 
stories do. Finding out where they were from. I realised 
how their balance of personality as a couple, came from 
their roots. Where they meet in the middle, is all down to 
their sense of humour and kindness.  

Here’s how the conversation went….. Over the 4 hour 
visit….. 
 
 
 
T. So guys, how did you meet? 
R. Through scouting. There was 5 of us lads, Ann’s brother was one of them and I was another. 
Firstly we knew the family, Ann’s dad used to plod along on his working bicycle. He was a 
Dunkirk survivor and a big believer in the British legion and a well known poppy collector. He 
would park up at the local legion on his bicycle, get pie eyed and never lock his bike up. He’d 
have his bike stolen and Ann would come into the shop to pay his £1 per week instalment to 
raleigh. 
He was a very interesting East End Lad and would say “lost anotha f#*kin bike last night didn’t 
i!” and stuff like that 
A. I was given the job to go into the shop to pay this weekly bill and anything else that 
cropped up!  
R. I remember you used to make a fuss over the shop dogs, so as such we didn’t know each 
other but we had a relationship of sorts. Then the troop scout group needed an assistant and 
Ann, recently split from a boyfriend wasn’t you? 
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A. I don’t know, my brother came home and said “I’ve got a job for you”, what you mean? 
“they need a cub mistress down the scout hut, you’d better get down there!” he said… 
T. So what sort of age were you around this time, late teens? 
R. Yes, Well our birthdays are about a year apart, we had become friends during this time but 
Ann had already been with three of the other scout lads… 
A. Two lads…  
R: sorry two lads. So it wasn’t exactly love at first sight, my best man said “she did the rounds 
with us lads and roger got lumbered with her” 
A. No that’s what you say! Terry won’t go along with that… 
T. I’d say you saved the best ’till last… 
A. Exactly. 
R. Yeah I have no regrets and we did get engaged for a couple of years, falling out very badly 
during the period. One time where its was very upsetting and thought that, that was it really. 
I’m pleased to say that Ann came chasing back in the end.. 
A. Well I know it wasn’t all rogers fault… 
R. Well I have to say at the time I was working for my Dad and he wasn’t best pleased about it 
all. 
T. Because Ann was a customer of yours? 
A. Roger was a grammar school person and I wasn’t.. 
T. So like a class divide thing? 

A. Exactly, and Rogers brother did 
exactly the same and they’re still 
together too! 
T. So you got engaged after how long 
then? 
A. Well we started in 65, married in 68’ 
so going out about 18 months and 
engaged at Christmas. 
R. We’ve been together for 51 years… 
A. Yeah 51 years two weeks ago and 
all he did was the gardening… Didn’t 
even go out for a meal… 
 
This is met with smiles across the 

table, as everything with Roger and Ann there’s an underlying sense of humour and what 
people would call “banter” with each other. This continues throughout the evenings 
conversation, we’re never far away from shared laughter…. 
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T. Has the cycling shop been a lifelong trade then? 
R. so the start of the story there is my brother and I, my brothers 18 months younger than me, 
we were brought up in a nice house in Hillingdon, big house and gardens. Dad was an express 
dairy milkman, he used to deliver on a horse and cart. His run was around Uxbridge and 
Denham but used to go quite far afield. A year before we did move, my dad took me out at 6 
years old and one of my 
earliest memories is being on 
the cart, coming through 
uxbridge to Denham, getting to 
the canal bridge. The horse 
would get us quite a bit of 
speed there. Dad had the 
reigns, I should say this but the 
horse would do his business 
over the road and it would flick 
up to dad around the fast 
bends “oh you mucky so and 
so” he’d say.  
Anyway so in 1955 moving day, 
our building was next to an 
ugly old storage building, built 
as a generator station. Really 
tatty so as far as we were concerned when we turned up, we’d gone from this wonderful 
house to this quite horrible building and to find my brother and I had to share the smallest 
room in the house. It turned out to be the family fortune though as Dad made a success of it. I 
passed my 11 plus and went to grammar school but my brother didn’t. I thought Dad would 
expect me to carry on the business. One day I fell out with a master at Grammar school so I 
told dad I was coming to work with him and leave school “I don’t want you to do that lad, 
you’re university material boy” he regretted not being able to do so himself. We talked the 
night through and he said “I’ll take you on a 3 month trial!” and we agreed I’d start. 
He used to run the shop in the day, then work as the mechanic after dinner all through the 
night. So when I started I became the mechanic so it got easier. 
Although I was at junior school one day and I have to say this, a teacher or someone said “the 
bicycle is the most energy efficient machines ever devised by man” and It really struck a cord 
with me! I’ve always felt an affinity to bicycles I think from that moment, and a fascination 
ever since! 
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A. you’ve never rode one though 
R. well as a teenager I did 
A. how many years ago was that? I used to ride a bike! 
R. Well I remember riding out to bekonscott model village with some school friends and had 
private tour there before it was built, well it was built, but not opened we said “come on 
we’ve ridden miles to get here” and they let us in. 
T. I used to love it there as a kid! So when did this 3 month trial start? 
R. July 1962 and I’ve been there ever since. 
 
T. You’ve carried that tradition on with Malcolm, was it a similar story? 
R. Well not really, he left school at 15-16 and we agreed the same 3 month trial… 
A. Well he was your Saturday boy wasn’t he, or was he working with John. 
R. well no he worked for me first but having already been involved at Westerley, John had 
said “if you don’t work with your old man theres always a space with me” but he’d done 3 
months with me and it was Malcolm to say “Its not working is it dad?” and I said “I don’t know 
what the problem is Malcolm” “Johns offered me a job so I think I may go there” and off he 
went, for around 8 years… 
In the mean time I employed 4 other people and realised after some time that the figures 
weren’t adding up, there was something going on. So I contacted someone from the trade 
association, you need to set a trap and get the facts straight… 
T. Oh so people were stealing from you?? 
R. Well thats what it seemed like. So I’d discovered there were two of the lads inviting 
customers around the back of the shop to have their bikes come through there, so that they 
worked straight on them. So I asked a regular of mine to see whether this was the case and to 
go along with that, he came in the shop “sorry to report that they have worked on the bike for 
the last 30mins and no money has gone through the shop”. So I called them all into the shop 
and said whats going on kind of thing, the innocent one said “it wasn’t me…” The other two 
looked at each other and one replied “well we’ve been lucky to get away with it for this long” 
T. So it could have been going on for months? 
R. Exactly so I said its instant dismissal and they didn’t argue and went. I found that whole 
period so stressful and would get home and it was obvious and I’d tell Ann “I can’t take this 
anymore, its killing me” I needed to get Malcolm back, I needed someone I could trust. 
A. Actually also there was someone else on Saturdays at this time, holidays and stuff, and he 
was helping himself left right and centre. He’d stash stuff in the alleyway, go off for dinner 
then come back and load it up into a bag. 
R. Yeah thats right! He was a regular cyclist, he used to go touring etc and as it turned out in 
the end, he was out cycling too fast abroad and cycled straight into a tree and died. Anyways 
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as Malcolm was concerned, in he came and I said “look I’ve had to dismiss these lads at work, 
I’ve been so stressed” “You’ve not been right Dad I can see that”, “It’s been so upsetting and I 
have decided that if we want the Woolsey dynasty to continue, I’d like you to come back …” 
Malcolm initial reply was that he was quite happy with John but i continued to talk with him 
well into the night, saying how serious I felt about needing his help or giving up the business 
and we left it at that for the time being. Malcolm still didn’t seem too keen. My Dad was 
semi-retired by then, a bit like I am now, Mum used to drop teas into the shop and say “Ive 
never know your Dad so happy as he is now” anyway Dad said “make sure he has a word with 
me first” about Malcolm as Dad was keen to get him back too.  
Malcolm and I were tinkering in the garage one day during this period of consideration and I 
said “Malcolm, I presume you’ve been thinking about things because you haven’t said 
anything?” well Malcolm blew his top! “Its all Ive been thinking about Dad, theres nothing 
else on my bloody mind, I’m losing bloody sleep over it!” well as far as I was concerned he 
had been quiet and not taking any thoughts on it, “Dad its the rest of my life we’re talking 
about, of course I’ve been thinking about it!”” 
So Malcolms Grandad, Dad had a word with Malcolm, in fact they had a long evening 
together. Dad was a very enterprising sort of man and would say things like “your destiny is 
down to you, if you work hard enough” this kinds of things. A big thing for him was working 
for yourself and relayed this to Malcolm.  
“Grandad said some things that you’d never said about it all Dad. I’ve decided to come and 
join you.” 
 
Malcolm planned to start work following a Christmas. Fridays back then Ann and I used to go 
over to Mum and Dads to go drop his beer money/wages off. We went there one friday and 
Mum said “now that Rogers here shall we get him to take you to the hospital?” “I’ll be 
alright..” I could see my Dad later in the evening talking about a niggle with his nice Mazda car 
but I could see Dad getting wound up about the whole thing. He decided to go and sit in the 
lounge. He took three steps and and fell to the floor in a shudder. We quickly dialled for an 
ambulance, I was waiting on the phone “the ambulance service is very busy, you are in a 
queue please don’t put the phone down” Ann had leapt on Dad trying to do CPR, I started 
F’ing and blinding down the phone… 
A. I remember you saying “I think my Dads dead to them…” 
R. Then two ambulances arrived and they tried there hardest , I did admire what they were 
trying and we blue lighted to the hospital, but sadly he was announced dead on arrival.. 
A. He’d had an aneurism… 
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R. Yes it was very sudden. I remember going outside with Ann that night at the hospital and 
everything was dawning on me, life had dramatically changed, someone came over from the 
hospital 
A. it was the lady from the ambulance, she had been clearing up. 
R. Thats right, she said to me “Your father was in his own home, surrounded by the people he 
loved and he wouldn’t have known anything about those last awful seconds of his life. Try to 
take something from that” and I did…. 
T. That’s so sad, what a tough period. Was this close to when Malcolm was about to start then? 
R. He was just about to start thats right. 
A. Actually that I feel was always disappointing for Malcolm, not having his Grandad see what 
he could do in the shop really by that time. 
T. Yeah I bet that would have been a nice thing for you all to have had three generations of you 
in the shop together. A very sad time for you all. I bet this was a big change for you in that sense 
too, your Dad not being around although he had been retiring 
A. Yeah he’d always had his Dad to fall back on if he needed him. 
R. Actually probably the biggest thing in those first few months would be, a situation arising 
and me thinking “I wonder what Dad would think, I’ll ask him” and that took quite a while to 
wear out. 
 
We all took a brief moment after this. It was quite clearly a tough thing for Roger and Ann to 
remember. Like everything though, I find they recall things with a smile as often as possible. 
They like smiling about the fond memories, trying not to dwell on the sad ones…… 
 
T. So regarding Westerley, where did this start? Was you both there and then the kids joined? 
 
A. So as I recall Sue(Susan) had been working for John Hoskins as a saturday girl at his shop 
before going full time, his Mechanic, Pete White, talked her into “its only up the road, it ain’t 
far” doing a 10’. Of course, we got called out for marshalling! 
T. well there we go, and you’ve not been allowed to take those marshall jackets off since! 
A. No… 
R. As far as my business was concerned, the kids were into it but Id never been into the sporty 
side of cycling. However I had got to know John and the club through a different angle. We’d 
both been members of the trade association for years. This new guy had opened a shop near 
us and called to get us to get a trade group together, a branch. They’d tried london branches 
before but it didn’t work, a couple of towns together. He was determined to get a west london 
branch together. So I’d met John at this meeting, he was involved at westerley. We became 
pals, we both like a drop of the… 
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Roger gestures his beer, before taking a sip and continuing….. 
 
R. During this time Westerley used to meet in “the Pits” Pitshangers club bar, Westerley used 
to use this. John said “they’ve got a nice bar there” and so we used to go there. So I can say I 
became a member of Westerley from the bar actually! 
John could see once I’d got involved that we would both start helping. You know we’d stand 
on roundabouts and the like, it was all new to us then. John also said “I can see you’ll make a 
good race secretary” and that it seemed was part of Johns overall plan! 
 
A. When we first went to do the marshalling we had two youngsters jumping in and out of the 
way on the road. So we spent the morning getting them in and out of the way back off. It was 
good fun wasn’t it. 
R. Yes it was. Actually Ann at that time social members weren’t accepted. 
A. Well no women were… 
R. No thats right but that soon changed and we were both members. 
A. So Sue started around 86-87 winning the women championship in 89 and 90. 
T. Oh wow I hadn’t realised! So Sue started it all really and so you got involved straight away. 
A. well John came round one night and was talking about it all. When he left Roger said “well 
you heard him, you know what he’s talking about, you can do it, can’t you?” and I said No 

because I wasn’t listening 
to them. 
R. Well you know how it is 
Terry, we were at the AGM, 
John proposed I do it (race 
secretary) someone 
second’ it and that was 
that. Actually, at this time 
we also had a connection at 
the Willesden through 
Brian Wright, 
A. You’d have seen his 
photo on the Minet ladies 
board at Hillingdon 

R. Brian and his wife lived next door to some good friends of ours in Greenford. So we got 
chatting one day over the fence and he showed me the bikes in his garage. So I presume it 
was Brian that got you into the catering? 
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A. No he saw Susan and said “oh Ive got a job for you, if you’re interested you can come to the 
track and do the signing on” so she was going to do the riding and told me “Brian has a job for 
you down the track, you’d better ring him”  
R. She was helping at the circuit before the Westerley. 
A. That was about 96’  
T. So you started off at the circuit then, not at Westerley but within the same community 
A. Yeah exactly, talking about him being at “the Pits”. I went there one night because there 
was a 100 going on. So I was left there talking to some old guy, Bernard Barker, Paul Barkers 
Dad. I told him where I came from, he said “oh did you? I used to visit someone in that road” 
He carried on, couldn’t remember the name. Anyways they all came in so we started serving 
everyone, he bellows out “here Ann I know who the guy was. Did you know Harry Moss!?” I 
had to get Roger, that was my Dad!! So that gave us a nice connection. Oh he used to tell us 
some terrible stories 
R. Yeah he’d say “we were stuck on the beaches and we don’t know where Harry had 
disappeared to for a few days” 
T. He was a bit of a boy was he? 
R. Yeah he was. They said he’d say, “I’ve been watching you boys stuck on the beeches 
through the bedroom window” 
T. Well That’s a different kind of war time story 
A. While that was all going on, Mum got a telegram saying that he was missing! 
T. oh no!! 
A. So yeah we used to hear all the stories. I started with John Hoskins wife Pam, we used to 
help the open 25 and 100 at dicot. She would host one and I’d help and then the other way 
around. I remember the 75th we were under this canopy, cooking bacon sarnie on callor gas 
with a grill. With teas all huddled up by the side of a road. Another time we were doing teas 
under the m25, at tatling end. I was under that bridge there doing teas. Out the back of vans 
everywhere. 
T. So not in halls like we get now! 
A. Oh no nothing like that. I’ve had times knocking at garages where id forgotten the milk, the 
bacon and that. We used to have to leave at 4am in the morning, he used to put the signs out 
“Oh I’ve got a garage we can use” he said. We’ve still got a room full of signs, we’re never 
gonna use them but he won’t have a bonfire. 
R. We might use them on an open event. 
A. What open events, you’ve got all the moderns signs now, you don’t need those old things 
that are falling apart… 
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We have a few more chuckles about various stories around this time. It’s very apparent that 
there was a great social side to the club and community back then…. 
 
T. Hearing your stories and when I’ve been reading through the old westerly archives, there’s 
always been a real social side to the club, or there certainly was in times gone past. 
A. Yeah there was, there really was. 
T. Was there always a sports club or a social club used as a hub. 
R. Yes we have always been part of somewhere, involved in one club or another. 
A. There was the rugby club after the pits, Northolt. Guess who found that for them! 
R. Well it was there or somewhere else to see, Hanwell FC 
A. Anywhere with a bar.. 
R. We didn’t find Hanwell suitable, they couldn’t offer us separate facilities… 
A. hang on, after eventually realising that i was right all along with the rugby club but telling 
me to shelve it you mean 
R. well quite. 
A. Then there was a mad rush getting this appointment.. 
R. Then I realised when I got to the rugby club, thinking back to my grammar days I’d been 
there before to play rugby! It was Ealing Grammars club. 
T. That’s great. I have to say I very much grew up around sports and social clubs as a kid and 
loved them. 
R. Yeah I have to say then in winter we had a regular club night in there. Ian McNally really 
made it a social thing. We’d have race nights. We’d play darts and the club atmosphere would 
continue through off season. We’d even have trophies and stuff. I have to say I’ve considered 
wanting to try and get this back together, find a club again. Not everyone used to go every 
week but there was enough there… 
 
T. Tell me a little bit more about Malcolm 
and Susans success in the club. 
R. Well with Malcolm’s success the 
greatest thing about that is that he has 
had a heart condition since the age of 10. 
A. 12 years ago at 29 they opened him up 
and rebuilt his heart. He had a tight 
muscle, replaced the aortic valve with a 
lung valve.  
R. I remember him having his operation, I 
would have been in the shop and 
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couldn’t get there until the evening. We got there having heard his good progress in intensive 
care. We got there and his bed was empty. A nurse came in “your son was in intensive care 
half the time of most, and has been on the walking programme as quickly as possible” and 
then he strolled in!  
T. So you must be very proud of that alone. 
A. Very much. That and 3x marathons.. 
R. When cycling concerned, when did he do the 12 hour event? 
A. Frank helped on one, with Ian, or did they do both? Well they both did one or another. 
R. Well yes as I was concerned with regard to being proud, Dad and Mum came to watch at 
one. Dad was completely fascinated as we followed Malcolm during the course. We saw a guy 
knock into Malcolm a little in his car and Dad did his nut! 
A. This was on the luton course 
R. Along the A1 somewhere. Malcolm did the whole thing and my parents being there it really 
was an outstanding memory of mine. 
T. Well I bet from his humble beginnings on his working bike, it must have seemed a world away 
from that. 
R. Absolutely. In fact it wasn’t long before his passing. So a nice memory. 
 
T. So what about Susan then, she started it all. 
R. With Susan initially i saw her and didn’t think she was the most natural but I was proud of 
course. However, later that year she was doing a 50’ or something and I couldn’t believe the 
improvement in her! It was remarkable and I felt a real admiration seeing my daughter 
improve like that. 
A. I remember being in the kitchen at an event, getting in the way and she came in, unable to 
move her back from the race. I had to lift her out I remember that one! 
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T. Now at Westerley we’re all proud to know you, and to have you at our club. So if you don’t 
mind, are you proud of each other? 
 
Roger takes a turn to Ann before replying sincerely, Ann smiles throughout…. 
 
R. I am of her. Honestly I really am.  
T. I knew you were a softy at heart! 
A. I’d like to see it.. 
R. One of Ann’s weaknesses is that she belittles herself, she’s not proud of herself, doesn't 
believe in herself. She’s not “little Annie from Acton” she’s much more than that. 
 
They enjoy the moment briefly… 
 
A. We were never brought up like that though. To sort of show off.  
R. If we go to any sort of gathering, after a while people will ask Where’s Ann? Usually she’s 
helping out in the kitchen or something. Always helping people. 
A. I ain’t sitting around doing nothing, I’d rather be busy. 
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We then get onto an upcoming event, The Social 10’. Past 
events and this years one  
 
R. The intention is any member still able to ride a bike, to have a 
go. The older they are the better the handicap to try get them a 
trophy. 
A. Only works for people over 40 really! So use John Hoskins as 
an example, he’s riding and he’s in his 70’s 
R. Well okay so John would get a good 10 minutes on say Andy 
Haliday as scratch rider. It’ll depend on how many elderly riders 
will be there. Then we’ll have to judge their abilities. We had 
around 75 members in our 75th anniversary, it was a great day 
and my report from then says “there were riders as far as the 
eye could see”. I hope we can get a great turn out for “the old 
crocks trophy” 
 
 
After a great evening I hit them with the final question… 
 
T. So what do you love about Westerley. 
R. Well I guess it’s been such a big part of our lives, a very 
enjoyable part. We would like to see a return to a more social 
aspect of the club as its been very enjoyable. 

T. Our club 10 morning the other week where we met the club ride was great wasn’t it, a return 
to days like that would be good for everyone. 
R. Yes that really was a good morning, hopefully we can continue this club spirit we have 
going at the moment. 
 
 
I hope you enjoyed this conversation and please do let Ann and Roger know, just how much 
we all appreciate them. They’re the heart and soul of Westerley CC London and I’m very 
proud to be in our club with them. 
 
Terry 
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Another good month for the club on Strava, here’s a pick of some rides.  

Firstly here’s one from Johnny taking on his 1st crit race and doing really well!! 

https://www.strava.com/activities/2498564060 
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Here we have a snippet of a touring holiday Daniel took wiht some friends. We look to feature his full 
tour of Georgia next month. 
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Finally here's an example of the 200km club run from Sara.  

https://www.strava.com/activities/2493336731 
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Coming Up… 
The Sociable 10 is a very notable event coming up. It’s something the club is really looking to make a success. It 
should be a great day full of stories and semi competitive spirit! 
Remember to sign up using the spreadsheet for all upcoming events. 
 
Wed 10 July Hillingdon 10 
July 14th Brighton Run 

Sun 21 July Sociable 10 (H10/4) 9:01 
Wed 24 July Hillingdon 10 

Wed 7 August  Hillingdon 10 
Sun 18 August  WLC H25/4 7:31 

Sun 1 September WLC H10/4 8:01 
Sun 15 September Open†25¨†Marlow†®H25Ø2©†7∫31 

 Sun 6 October  WLC Windsor Hill Climb 9:31 
Sun 13 October  Club 2-up 10 (H10/4) 9:01 

Club Hill Climb (Longdown Hill) 11:31 
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